
WIRE BASKET, METAL 
AND PVC CABLE TRAY

UK OWNED 
UK MANUFACTAURER

Marshall-Tufflex is the  
exclusive UK distributor of  
Basor products and stock a 
comprehensive range of  
Wire Basket, Metal and  
PVC Cable Tray. 

DELIVERING INNOVATION
www.marshall-tufflex.com

Fast fit Wire Basket 

3	 Fast fit with integral   
 couplers

3	 Rippled design allows  
 easy threading of  
 cable ties

3	 Electro-zinc coated 

Fast Fix Metal Cable Tray

3	 Tray bolts together   
 without the need for   
 additional couplers

3	 Light, medium or  
 heavy duty

3	 Adjustable riser allows  
 formation to exact height/ 
 angle required 

PVC Cable Tray

3	 Non-corrosive,  
 non-conductive and   
 weather  resistant

3	 Lightweight

3	 100 to 400mm wide   
 versions
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PVC Cable Tray
PVC Cable Tray is a non-conductive, non-corrosive, 
lightweight and impact resistant cable management 
solution for the simple support of power and data 
cables in outdoor environments. Lightweight and easy 
to install, PVC Cable Tray is available in five different 
sizes from 100 to 400mm wide.

Fast fix Metal Cable Tray
Sections of metal tray simply interconnect and bolt 
together for quick and easy installation, saving  
time and eliminating the need for separate couplers. 
Metal Cable Tray is available in light, medium and 
heavy-duty profiles and has a pre-galvanised finish.

Fast fit Wire Basket 

Fast fit Wire Basket offers simple routing of power 
and data cables with maximum cable ventilation and 
a high level of resistance to cable movement. Strong 
and simple to install, connection between sections of 
wire basket is quick thanks to the integral couplers 
meaning reduced installation times and labour 
savings.

In addition to the stocked Wire Basket, Metal and PVC 
Cable Tray, Marshall-Tufflex can also supply any other 
Basor products..


